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 בס"ד

 Please guard the sanctity of this publication 

 

 

One day, in 1983, a chassid from Israel who 

was living in New York at the time went to 

the store of a business acquaintance on the 

Lower East Side. When he entered, he 

noticed a young couple with a little daughter 

about four years old. They were obviously 

Israelis, and they had the look of tourists that 

had embarked on their first shopping 

expedition. The man was even carrying a 

suitcase.  As soon as he noticed his visitor, 

the storekeeper said to the Israeli couple, 

"Ask him; he is a Lubavitcher." The young 

man approached him. "Tell me," he 

demanded, wasting no words on 

introductions, "Does your Rebbe have 

supernatural powers?" - The loyal chassid 

hesitated, unsure of the questioner's 

intentions. "It would seem so," he said, after a 

moment.  - "Can he read thoughts?" flowed 

the next question immediately. - "I believe 

so," he answered. - "And can he see things 

that happen in distant places?" - "Yes. He is a 

tzadik, and tzadikim see things that ordinary 

mortals cannot."  

"That's right," said the Israeli, "I think so, 

too," and turned back towards his wife and 

child. "One moment!" exclaimed the chassid, 

his curiosity piqued. "Now it is your turn to 

answer me one. How did you hear about the 

Lubavitcher Rebbe?" 

At first the Israeli seemed reluctant to 

respond, but how could he not after his own 

relentless interrogation? He put down his 

suitcase with a sigh, as if only now realizing 

its weight.  "We are from a kibbutz in the 

North of Israel," he began. "Our daughter was 

born with soft bones in her legs. The doctors 

said this is an extremely rare condition for 

which there is no cure - she would never be 

able to stand, they said.  At first we refused to 

accept this dire prognosis. We took her from 

hospital to hospital, from doctor to doctor, 

but no matter where we went, we received 

the same answer as at first. Eventually we 

were drained of hope. We had to get used to 

the idea that our darling adorable daughter 

would all her life never be able to move 

around without a wheelchair. 

"One day, we attended a lecture on the 

kibbutz about religion and about Chabad by a 

Chabad representative that had been invited 

to come and speak. After it was over, when 

he saw me wheeling our little girl in a 

stroller, he stopped me to ask about her. I 

explained to him about her situation. He 

looked surprised and asked me, "Didn't you 

write to the Rebbe yet?" 

 

"Now it was my turn to be surprised. I laughed 

out loud 'With all due respect,' I said to him, 

'What would be the point of writing to him? Is 

he a doctor? I've already been to the biggest 

specialists, and they all stated there is no cure. 

And anyway, your Rebbe lives in Brooklyn, so 

what could he do for me anyhow?' 

"But that Chabad man, he just kept pestering 

me, until finally I gave in, saying, 'Okay, but 

you do it for me.' Immediately he pulled out 

pen and paper and began to write. I was 

surprised. He began the letter with a respectful 

salutation to the rebbe just as if it were from 

any Chabad Chassid, and used other terms and 

abbreviations that I didn't recognize. Not a 

word or a hint that I was a secular Kubbutznik, 

that I didn't keep Shabbos or eat kosher, etc.  

When he finished, he told me that I should 

copy it in my own handwriting. It seemed such 

a strange idea, but he insisted and so I did it, 

copying exactly what he had written, word for 

word. When I finished, he took it from me, and 

in the margin jotted his own address and a 

request that an answer be sent through him. 

Finally, he put it in an envelope, addressed it 

in English to the Rebbe, and said he would 

mail it when he went back to town. 

"Several weeks later, the Chabadnik appeared 

at the kibbutz. He had an answer to me from 

the Rebbe! The Rebbe had written that I 

should start observing the Laws of Family 

Purity and then the Al-mighty would bless us 

with good news.  I almost fell off my chair in 

surprise. The letter was written just as if I were 

a Chassid from birth; how did the Rebbe know 

I was non-observant? I don't know what came 

over me at that moment, but I decided to go 

along with the Rebbe's advice. We started to 

study the laws with the Chabadnik and his 

wife, slowly putting into practice what we 

learned. 

"Three months went by. I was sitting in our 

salon watching television one evening, when 

all of a sudden my wife in the kitchen started 

screaming. I ran in and she was standing there, 

now dumbstruck. She pointed at our daughter. 

I looked over but it didn't register. 

"'What happened?' 'Are you blind?' she shouted at 

me. Then my head exploded. All of a sudden I 

realized our daughter was standing! There she was, 

in a corner of the kitchen, standing on her own two 

feet, for the first time in her life, leaning on the arm 

of a chair.  The doctors who had all declared that she 

would always be wheelchair-confined nearly went 

crazy from surprise. They started her on 

physiotherapy, and it wasn't too long before she was 

walking just like any normal healthy girl. Here, you 

can see her for yourself," he ended with a big happy 

smile. 

The chassid took a good look at the girl and was 

overwhelmed. You hear a lot of stories about the 

Rebbe, but to have a living breathing wonder 

revealed before your eyes.... 

"We just now arrived from Israel," the man added, 

"solely in order to meet the Rebbe and thank him 

personally, and to have him see how nicely our 

daughter walks." 

[Translated and retold by Yerachmiel Tilles from 

Sichat HaShavuah #548 (and first published in Kfar 

Chabad Magazine.] 

Biographical note:  Rabbi Menachem Mendel 

Schneerson, the Lubavitcher Rebbe (11 Nissan 

1902 - 3 Tammuz 1994), became the seventh Rebbe 

of the Chabad dynasty after his father-in-law, Rabbi 

Yosef Yitzchak Schneersohn, passed away in 

Brooklyn on 10 Shvat 1950. He is widely 

acknowledged as the greatest Jewish leader of the 

second half of the 20th century. Although a dominant 

scholar in both the revealed and hidden aspects of 

Torah and fluent in many languages and scientific 

subjects, the Rebbe is best known for his 

extraordinary love and concern for every Jew on the 

planet. His emissaries around the globe dedicated to 

strengthening Judaism number in the thousands. 

Hundreds of volumes of his teachings have been 

printed, as well as dozens of English renditions 

Yerachmiel Tilles is the director of the 

AscentOfSafed.com and KabbalaOnline.org 

websites. His mailing list of 900+ weekly stories 

(editor@ascentofsafed.com) is now in its 20th year. 

“Festivals of the Full Moon,” the second of a 3-

volume series of his best stories, is now available in 

Tzefat at Ascent and KabbalaOnline-shop.com. 

 

From the Upper Galilee to the Lower East Side 

Shabbat  T imes –  Korach 

 Candlelighting Motze Shabbat 

Jerusalem 7:14 8:31 

Tel Aviv 7:31 8:33 

Haifa 7:25 8:35 

Beer Sheva 7:28 8:31 

 

  

 



h o m e @ C h a b a d C a r d o . o r g  

This week's Torah portion, Korach, 

tells about the controversy with Moses 

initiated by Korach and his followers. His 

argument went as follows: If every single 

Jew is a member of a holy nation, then no 

one person is greater than another. Why 

are you, Moses, entitled to special 

privileges? Jews can only stand united if 

absolutely equal rights are afforded to all, 

he claimed. 

The Torah teaches that this claim - 

taken to its logical conclusion - leads to 

the opposite of unity, so much so that 

Korach's controversy with Moses became 

the yardstick by which all dissension 

among Jews is measured. 

Moses alluded to this in his answer to 

Korach: "In the morning G-d will show 

who is His." Moses explained, according 

to the Midrash, that the same way that G-d 

has created natural divisions between night 

and day which complement each other and 

form a cohesive whole, so too has He 

created distinctions between different 

types of Jews, all for the sake of the unity 

of the Jewish people. 

The world was created so that each 

creation has its own natural boundaries 

and limitations. These boundaries enhance 

the world's natural order and give it 

structure, for everything has its own 

particular purpose and function to perform. 

Unity among G-d's creatures is attained 

only when each one works within its own 

framework and fulfills its own role. 

Harmony is maintained only when we 

adhere to the Divine plan, interdependent, 

performing our different allotted tasks. If 

one creation tries to assume the role of 

another, the result is disharmony and 

dissonance. 

The distinctions between Israelites, 

Levites and Kohanim (and even among 

priests themselves, between ordinary 

priests and the high priest) are not 

arbitrary. Each distinction reflects the type 

of soul given to each Jew, which correlates 

The lesson we learn from Korach is 

also one which is applicable today. Some 

think the path to true unity and peace lies 

with breaking down barriers which exist 

between men and women, Jews and non-

Jews, and different faiths and ideologies.  

The Torah, however, teaches us 

otherwise. It is only by maintaining and 

respecting inherent differences that we can 

achieve unity and true peace. 

 

Adapted from the teachings of the 

Lubavitcher Rebbe; Shabbos Table, From 

our Sages and Moshiach Now! reprinted 

from www.LchaimWeekly.org -  LYO / 

NYC) 

 

RESPECTING THE BARRIERS 

 

to his particular task in life and 

way of serving G-d. G-d desires 

that each of us fulfill our own 

unique mission in life, not that of 

our neighbor. True unity is only 

achieved when we respect the 

differences between us. 

Each Jew is blessed with 

different strengths and qualities, 

and we are enjoined to pool these 

disparate resources together for the 

common good. Every Jew, 

whether Israelite, Levite or Kohen, 

is indispensable and is part of this 

greater whole. 

 

FOR THE SAKE OF HEAVEN? 
 

During the time of the strife regarding the 

Chassidim, the Chassidim of Vilna suffered, 

but nevertheless, continuously attempted to 

bring peace and did not respond to their 

tormentors. At one of the meetings of the 

Chassidim, in the year 1796, a group of great 

Torah scholars, who were from the younger 

Chassidim, decided that it was necessary to 

begin fighting back against their oppressors.  

The chossid Reb Meir Refoels, who had 

for many years worked on keeping the peace, 

argued against this. This was contrary to the 

chossid Reb Moshe Meizels who sided with 

the younger group, and out of great pain from 

all the suffering, used strong words against 

his opponent.  

Hearing about this, the Alter Rebbe 

immediately dispatched a messenger to relate 

to the younger group that although in concept 

they were right, they must nevertheless act 

with good middos and ahavas Yisrael, which 

will eventually cause Hashem to be glorified.  

Later that year, the Alter Rebbe wrote a 

letter to Reb Moshe Meizels, asking him to 

publicly ask forgiveness from Reb Meir 

Refoels, “For chazal say that no peace will 

come from quarreling, and most troubles are a 

result of strife which are thought to be for the 

sake of heaven, may Hashem protect us from 

it.” 

 (reprinted from Lma’an Yishme’u) 

 

A distinguished lineage is meaningful only when it 

brings a person to feel humbled in the face of his 

illustrious ancestors.  Unfortunately, however, it 

sometimes has the opposite effect, resulting in 

baseless pride and arrogance. Korach is a prime 

example of the latter; too much self-esteem allowed 

him to rebel against Moses. 

(Rabbi Naftali of Ropshitz) 

 

 

business. They weren't firstborn sons 

who might have resented having the 

priesthood taken away from them, nor 

were they even from the tribe of Levi. 

The priesthood was none of their 

concern. 

 
(Machane Belula) 

 

And they had a confrontation with 

Moses along with 250 Israelites who 

were men of rank in the community, 

representatives at the assembly, and 

famous. (Num. 16:2) 

 

What type of person was attracted to 

Korach? Those who sought honor, 

fame and privilege. If Korach wins, 

they reasoned, he will reward us with 

positions of power, and our name will 

become even greater. 
(Kli Yakar) 

 

Korach, the son of Yitzhar, the son of 

Kehot, the son of Levi (Bamidbar 

38:1) 

And Korach took... together with Datan 

and Aviram...and Ohn, the son of Pelet 

(Num. 16:1) 

 

Ohn, the son of Pelet, was one of Korach's 

250 followers in his insurrection against 

Moses. Yet when the Torah lists those who 

were punished, Ohn's name is omitted. 

Why? Ohn was saved by his righteous 

wife. When she learned of her husband's 

intentions she persuaded him not to go 

against Moses. Ohn, however, had a 

dilemma. He had already promised Korach 

he would join him. What did she do? 

Ohn's wife gave him a large meal and 

strong wine, causing him to fall asleep. 

When Korach and his group came looking 

for Ohn, she sat in front of her tent, 

immodestly uncovered her hair and began 

to comb it. Korach and his followers 

would not approach her. Because of his 

virtuous wife, Ohn's life was spared. 
(Midrash) 

 
 

The Torah criticizes Datan and Aviram 

more than any other participants in 

Korach's rebellion as they mixed into a 

controversy that was none of their 

   



h o m e @ C h a b a d C a r d o . o r g  

Chassidic teachings point out that the vast majority of 

controvery and arguments are based on nothing more than issues 

of personal self-aggrandizement. A person whose ego begins to 

dominate his every action looks upon all others as a threat to his 

very existence. The mere fact that others exist is meant to serve as 

a constant reminder that one's ego cannot monopolize the world 

around him; yet, the egoist looks askance at the rest of the world, 

looking for deficiencies in others order to deal with his own 

inferiority complex.  

  

   THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN HOLINESS AND EVIL 

 

  These tragic circumstances underscore the reason for the 

Torah's unremitting stand against controversy and divided hearts. 

Controversy is not looked upon as just another sin in a long line of 

other sins; rather controversy is considered to be the very essence 

of evil. In fact, the primary difference between the realm of 

holiness vs. that of evil is that in the former unity and self-

effacement abound whereas in the latter we find pride, egoism, 

and division.  

 

The Torah provides an example of this difference when 

describing Jacob and Esav. Jacob descends to Egypt with his 

whole family (70 souls) - and the Hebrew word for "souls" is 

written in the singular form to show that they were all unified. In 

contrast, Esav's family is referred to as six souls - with the Hebrew 

word for "souls" in the plural form, indicating their  

inherent divisiveness. 

          WHEN OUR FELLOW-MAN GETS IN THE WAY 

 

Anyone who reflects upon his own personal experiences 

dealing with controversy - seeking to attain an honest appraisal of 

each situation - will inevitably conclude that much more than the 

so-called "declared reasons" for the controversy were at stake. In 

the vast majority of cases, the primary reason for the controversy 

has to do with one of the parties feeling that the other is a personal 

threat to his existence and aspirations. Such an individual 

perceives the sympathy or support which another receives from 

others as a danger to his own standing, and as such senses an inner 

need to humiliate his fellow man within the context of a real or 

imagined competition between them. All of the extraneous reasons 

for the controversy simply serve to rationalize the need to persuade 

oneself and others of the righteousness of the controversy while 

hiding from view the true underlying cause of it all: a proud ego. 

 

We find therefore that most controversies are founded upon 

unwarranted hatred - a hatred based upon no defined reason other 

than a feeling that our fellow man somehow represents a threat to 

the existence of our ego. That which characterizes the strength and 

seeming validity of the controversy is neither the personal make-

up of our fellow man nor his deeds, but rather the measure of our 

ego.  

To the extent that we appear great in our own estimation, so 

does our fellow man get in our way. We'll publicize our 

"opponent's" weaknesses and minimize his good traits and in so 

doing find a hundred and one reasons for pursuing him and 

dragging him down. Somehow the main reason gets lost in the 

  THE SOURCE OF CONTROVERY 

Moshiach Arising  

in the Resurrection 

 
"Do not be amazed by the fact 

that Moshiach will be one of 

those who arise in the 

Resurrection [of the Dead]. For 

this possibility was already 

considered by our Sages in 

Gemara Sanhedrin: Said Rav Asi, 

'If he is among the living he is 

like Rabbeinu HaKadosh. If he is 

among the dead, he is like Daniel 

Ish Chamudot.'" 

(Rabbi Do Yitzchak Abarbanel, 

Yeshuot Meshicho p. 104) 

 

"The 'only' difference between 

this world and the days of 

Moshiach is in respect to 

bondage of foreign powers."    

(Talmud Berachot 34b)  

 

The Chozeh of Lublin explains: 

"'Only' is to be taken literally in 

this passage as in others. It 

should, however, be understood 

thus:  The difference in what 

Jews have now and what they 

will not have under Moshiach is 

only in regard to foreign 

domination.  This we have now 

and will not have in the 

Messianic age.  Yet the 

difference between what we don't 

have now, but will have when 

Moshiach comes is very great 

indeed." 

 

 

 

show-down: This other fellow someone 

manages to arouse in us a gut reaction revealing 

a "there's-no-one-else-but-me" attitude.  

 

   RECTIFICATION OF CONTROVERSY 

  

Rectification for these types of controversies 

consists of eradicating them completely. Even a 

serious problem can be dealt with properly with 

enough personal attention; however when the 

very essence of another is the cause for 

controversy - there is no rectification possible 

other than completely subduing the proud ego. 

This is the reason for the sad fact that 

overcoming the evil of controversies is so 

difficult. Many good and well-meaning 

individuals have failed in this endeavor - even 

often at the expense of great personal loss and 

against the backdrop of no solid rational basis 

whatsoever. This is all due to the fact that 

controversies embody the epitome of evil.  

Only in the Time to Come, when G-d will 

dispel all evil from the face of the earth, will 

jealousy, competitiveness, division, and 

controversy cease to exist. 

(translated & adapted from Sichat 

HaShevuah, Darchei HaChassidut] 

 
 

  



 

During the dark days of the Holocaust, 

the Frierdiker Rebbe established a prayer 

group in Jerusalem. It continues until today. 

 

It has already become an annual tradition of 

the Worldwide Chevra Tehillim to gather on 

Isru Chag of Shavuos at the resting place 

of Dovid Hamelech, the composer of the 

book of Tehillim.  The gathering and seudas 

mitzvah took place this year in the Old City 

of Jerusalem at Kever Dovid, in honor of his 

yartzeit which is on the second day of 

Shavuos.   

 

The Worldwide Chevra Tehillim was founded 

75 years ago by the Frierdiker Rebbe to help 

the plight of the Jewish people during the 

terrible time of the Holocaust when Jewish 

Prayer Society Continues to Meet 

blood was shed and entire communities 

were destroyed. 

 

"With their prayers, and the praises of 

Dovid Hamelech, they will protect the 

Jewish people and will bring about the 

victory of justice and righteousness, 

thus easing the pangs of Moshiach," the 

Frierdiker Rebbe wrote at the time. 

 

Twenty-seven years ago, in 5750, our 

Rebbe renewed this institution by 

requesting from the administration of 

Kolel Chabad to reinstate the practice 

of the Chevra Tehillim for the benefit 

of the Jewish People. Since then there 

is a regular minyan of Chasidim and 

wonderful Yerushalmi Jews who get 

together daily to recite the entire book 

of Tehillim and pray for all those who 

are in need of a yeshua. 

 

In attendance were Rabbi Zev Dov 

Slonim, Mashpia Rabbi Tuvia 

Zilbershtrom, Rabbi Moshe Tzvi 

Heilperin, and Rabbi Moshe Shmuel 

Deutch, representative of the Kolel 

Chabad administration, and director of 

Chevra Tehillim.  Speakers extolled the 

great merit of the members of the 

Worldwide Chevra Tehillim, as well as 

the distinguished organizer, 

Rabbi Efraim Prus, who gather daily, 

rain or shine to recite Tehillim for the 

entire Jewish nation.  Special thanks 

were given to Rabbi Shmuel 

Mendelson for his all his help in 

arranging this gathering. 

 

By Collive reporter, reprinted from 

Collive 

 

 

 
Rochel Ginsburg serves yummy cakes 

and cookies at her class Wed. morning. 

This is a variation of a cookie she made 

and we all looked at it and said that was 

what my mother made... In a 

mixer combine 1 (200 gram) package of 

margarine with a 100 gram package of 

powdered sugar. Add 100 grams of 

ground almonds and 2 packages of 

vanilla sugar (or a bit of vanilla). She also 

puts in some salt, however, I left it out 

and added some brandy and a tsp of 

artificial butter flavoring. When my 

mother made these cookies she used 

home-made butter (there was no 

commercial cholov yisroel butter so she 

made her own) and the margarine was not 

kosher. Mix, form into crescents and 

bake (approximately 20 minutes at 180 

C). Roll in powdered sugar while still hot 

so the sugar will stick. 

   
 by Alizah Hochstead, 

alizahh@hotmail.com    

 
 

Farbrengen 

Question:   I am a 37-year old mother and wife.  When 

my husband and I were dating 10 years ago I shared with him 

that I had an anger problem.  I said that I was working on it, 

but it is an area that I struggle with.  He was, baruch Hashem, 

very understanding and said that we all have areas to work on 

and he would be there to support me.  Of course, I liked his 

answer.  Over the years I have learned a variety of techniques 

which have helped and I have become much better.  

However, one thing still really bothers me.  My outbursts are 

now quite infrequent, however, when I do get angry I feel so 

silly afterwards.  Like, people must just think I am so out of 

control and such a fool.  I feel bad about what people think of 

me, guilty for getting angry and embarrassed.  How can I 

deal with these feelings? 

Answer:  I am sure that many of our readers identify with 

your feelings.  All of a sudden, we find ourselves in a 

situation which really presses our buttons.  Sometimes we 

stay calm and other times we don’t.  Afterwards, sitting alone 

at home, driving in the car, walking on the street, etc., the 

thoughts and feelings that you described bombard us.  In the 

heat of the moment we felt justified in getting angry, but later 

we feel silly, embarrassed and guilty.  

These feelings are the result of habitual and irrational thought 

patterns.   By realizing these thoughts and reframing them, 

you can develop healthier thought patterns.  For example, 

“people think I am a fool”, could be reframed with, “I cannot 

read people thoughts.  Most likely I am just projecting my 

self-criticism onto others.  It is irrational to assume I know 

what others are thinking.  And, anyway, I am not a fool.  Like 

everyone in the world, I am not perfect and sometimes I 

make mistakes.  This is normal.  I can focus on the many 

things I do well and at the same time grow by learning from 

my mistakes.”  Or, “I feel embarrassed”, can be reframed in a 

similar fashion, “The people that saw me get angry also make 

mistakes.  I know that most of the time I make a very good 

impression on people.”  Or, “I feel guilty”, reframe with, “I 

am doing the best I can.  Blowing my mistakes out of 

proportion is irrational and does not help.  Think of all the 

times I am successful.”  Write down your thoughts and the 

feelings, i.e. guilt and/or embarrassment, that are associated 

with those thoughts.  Then write down the reframed thoughts 

and the subsequent feelings.  You will most likely notice 

feeling better. 

One of the foundations of Judaism is that we have free choice 

to act right or wrong.  However, the resulting situation, 

although it appears to be caused by our actions, is directed 

from Hashem to enable us to grow.  Given that Hashem is all 

good and wants the best for us, every descent, however 

difficult it may be, is for the sake of a subsequent ascent.  

The descent is the first step of the ascent.  Hashem has given 

us the capabilities to achieve this ascent.  It can be 

comforting to know that when we do not choose to act in the 

best way and we find ourselves in an unpleasant reality, we 

are not alone.  Hashem is with us.  He has placed us in the 

situation and in His kindness has given us the abilities to 

grow from it.  The more our life is filled with an awareness 

and trust of Hashem, the less these negative thoughts 

protrude into our lives. 

Our nature is to be happy.  Babies/toddlers wobble around 

the house playing, smiling and giggling.  They are naturally 

happy.  As we get older, thoughts and life experiences can 

cover over this innate happiness.  As we free ourselves from 

negative thought patterns and behaviors we enable our innate 

happiness to illuminate our lives and the world.  When we are 

happy the world looks better, our middos are better and our 

faith and trust in Hashem is stronger.  Through the exercise 

and awareness described above you will become more 

accustomed to rational and healthy thought processes.  The 

negative feelings are not you but just the result of the yetzer 

hara.  As you free yourself from the influence of these 

thoughts, your innate happiness will shine, positively 

affecting yourself and family.   Email questions to 
coachingandcounseling1@gmail.com; Aharon Schmidt, marriage & 
individual coaching and counseling; Jerusalem and Bet Shemesh; 
coachingandcounseling1@gmail.com, 052-524-6528 
 
 

Halacha Corner – Respect for Seforim:  According to 

the Poskim, one can fulfill nowadays the Mitzvah of writing a Sefer Torah through 

purchasing seforim that one will use and learn from.  ● One should be careful to 

always place seforim right side up. If one sees a sefer lying on its top, one should 

turn it over. Likewise, if one sees a sefer in the bookcase upside down, they should 

turn it right side up. This can happen especially if there are young children who 

enjoy taking out and putting back seforim from the lower shelves and if one has a 

maid or cleaning lady who just puts the seforim back on any side. ● One should 

make sure not to place foreign objects on top of seforim [I recall once seeing the 

Rebbe as he went from the small zal after Mincha to his room make a detour to a 

table that was in the hallway and remove a towel that was on top of a sefer.]  ● 

One may not place any sefer on top of a Chumash. One may however place books 

of the Kesuvim (Writings) on top of the books of the Neviim (Prophets). ● One 

may not sit on a bench if there are seforim lying there. However, if the seforim are 

upon a box or any other object that is at least one tefach high and this object is 

upon the bench, one may sit on that bench. ● One should not leave a Sefer open 

when he has to go out of the room temporarily, such as to use the lavatory. One 

should also not turn the Sefer upside down in order not to lose his place. Rather, he 

should put a book mark and the like in the Sefer.    (by Rabbi Eliezer Wenger, 

OBM; reprinted from www.shamais.com)   
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